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Preface

The present booklet gives a review of the research program of the Hadron and
Nuclear Physics Group of the Institute for Theoretical Physics at the University
of Giessen� The program focuses on Hadron and Nuclear Physics in a wide
range� with an emphasis on problems at the borderline between nuclear and
particle physics� In particular� we try to stress the common physics basis in
such seemingly disjunct areas as heavy�ion� photo�nuclear and nuclear structure
physics�
All research is done with and by young graduate and postgraduate students� as

well as young postdocs and �Assistant Professors� �Privatdozenten�� It is embed�
ded into the European Graduate School Giessen�Copenhagen �Complex Systems

of Hadrons and Nuclei� which we operate together with colleagues from the Niels�
Bohr�Institute and NORDITA� This Graduate School � through its specialized
postgraduate course program � provides the ideal complement to our research
program� Science and Teaching go together� The group is also an essential part
of the newly approved Marie Curie Training Site for Hadron Physics which pro�
vides access to this postgraduate education also for foreign students from the EU
and its associated partners� Internationalization of the university education is
for us no longer merely a declaration of intent� but has been the reality for many
years�
Our research would not have been possible without considerable and 	exible

funding from outside sources� all after a thorough and critical evaluation process
through the funding agencies� Our particular thanks go to the Bundesministerium
f
ur Bildung und Forschung �BMBF� and to GSI Darmstadt� to which we have
close� longstanding scienti�c connections� We are also grateful to the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft �DFG� as well as to the FZ J
ulich for continuing support�
All this funding is in a period of drastically shrinking basic support for physics
not only welcome� but absolutely essential�

Ulrich Mosel
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� Photonuclear Physics

High�energy photons� real or virtual ones� o�er a precise probe for nuclear prop�
erties and processes� Reactions initiated by such photons on nuclei are often more
sensitive to detailed properties of hadrons in the nuclear medium than heavy�ion
reactions� and they proceed closer to the groundstate of nuclear matter� We have�
therefore� continued our studies of photo� and electron�induced particle produc�
tion on nuclei� of properties of hadrons in nuclei� and of total photoabsorption
cross sections�

��� Meson production

At photon energies of a few hundred MeV� as they are being used in experiments
at MAMI� the description of meson production experiments has been at the center
of our interest� Here we have used the semiclassical transport codes� originally
developed for the description of heavy�ion collisions� to describe the all�important
�nal state interactions of the produced particle on its way out of the nuclear
medium� A comparison with photo� and electroproduced pion data has been
very successful the same is true for the �� and � data obtained by the TAPS
collaboration at MAMI� The total cross sections of ��mesons� for example� are
described very well� The energy� and angle�di�erential cross sections� however�
do show deviations from the theoretical results these may be used to infer the
in�medium cross sections for interactions between unstable mesons and nucleons�

����� In�medium Resonances and Photoabsorption

Photoabsorption experiments on nuclei in the � resonance region have shown
that the total cross sections scale with the nuclear mass number� More recent
experiments at higher energies have shown� however� that at higher energies this
scaling no longer holds� In particular� the peak in the photoabsorption cross
section in the second resonance region� apparently dominated by the D��N������
resonance of the nucleon� disappears in nuclei� Fits of these data with simple
resonance models showed that the width of the resonance would have to at least
double in order to make the resonance peak disappear�
This picture is surely oversimpli�ed� the energetic opening of the �� channel

just coincides with the N������ region and contributes to the apparent resonance
structure� Nevertheless� we have concentrated on an investigation of the origins
of a possible broadening of the nucleon resonance� One intriguing possibility is
its coupling to the �N channel� which coupled channel analyses predict to be
large� even though the N������ resonance lies nominally below threshold� Any
coupling of the � meson in medium to a N������� nucleon hole con�guration
will thus lead to a lowering of the � meson�s spectral function and� in a second
order e�ect� to a considerable broadening of the resonance�
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In response to a result of the TAPS collaboration that showed no broadening
of the resonance structure in the exclusive single pion production on nuclei in the
relevant energy range� we have shown that indeed the resonance broadening can
only be seen in inclusive photoabsorption data� because any collisional broaden�
ing� being proportional to the nuclear density �� will suppress the high�density
region� On top of that� also the strong absorptive �nal state interactions will lead
to a preference of single pion emission from the surface �low�density� region�

��� Shadowing

At higher bombarding energies� from about � GeV photon energy on upwards�
shadowing becomes important� as experiments at MAMI and ELSA have shown�
This shadowing has long since been known to be an e�ect of quantum mechan�
ical interference of di�erent scattering amplitudes of the �bare� photon and its
hadronic constituents� We have been able to show that a multiple scattering
approach �Glauber�Gribov� can indeed explain the early onset of shadowing� Es�
sential here is� in contrast to the situation at higher energies� also the real part
of the vector meson scattering amplitude�

We have now combined this description of quantum mechanical coherence
in the entrance channel with the incoherent treatment of the �nal state inter�
actions of the outgoing particle� We do this by calculating �rst a space� and
	avour�dependent �shadowing function� that gives the probability for the initial
electromagnetic process on a given nucleon� The produced particles are then
propagated in a coupled channel transport theory that contains baryon� meson
and string excitations� The coupled channel treatment here is all�important� the
�nal� observed particles may not only be produced by the initial interaction� but
also by secondary processes through a side feeding� Any description that neglects
this possibility� like in a Glauber model� may lead to incorrect conclusions about
formation times of hadrons in medium and possible colour transparency�

� Hadron and Quark Physics

The intention of our investigations is to understand the interactions among ha�
drons and their internal quark structure� The interactions and internal structure
mutually in	uence each other� Therefore one expects that the properties of a
hadron changes once it is put in a hadronic medium it can interact with� Similarly
one can also investigate the properties of quarks in a quark medium� All these
aspects are studied in our group�
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��� Elementary interactions between hadrons

Concerning the interaction among hadrons it has turned out that various hadronic
reaction channels cannot be treated separately from each other due to rescattering
e�ects� The coupled�channel K�matrix approach including on equal footing the
channels ���N�� ���N�� ���N�� �K���� �K��� and ����N� has recently been
extended to include also ���N� and the J � ��� nucleon resonances� In this
way cross sections can be calculated up to an invariant mass of � GeV and the
question which resonances couple to the ���N� channel could be tackled� This
is e�g� interesting for in�medium calculations for vector mesons �see below�� In
general� the ingredients for the description of meson�nucleon and photon�nucleon
interactions are coupling constants and resonance masses� If single reactions were
treated separately from each other� one would have a lot of freedom for choosing
the input parameters� Hence the predictive power of such an approach and the
understanding of the relevant physics would be low� In contrast� our coupled�
channel approach allows to highly constrain these input parameters as a lot of
channels �i�e� data� have to be explained with the same parameter set� This
opens the door for a deeper understanding of the reaction mechanisms and the
properties of the relevant degrees of freedom�

��� Quark model predictions for hadrons

The in	uence of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking on the properties of
hadrons is a central question of hadron physics� We used a chiral quark model to
calculate speci�c quantities �pion�pion and pion�photon vertices� which presum�
ably are insensitive to con�nement� The vertices were also calculated within a
phenomenological hadronic meson exchange model� By matching the expressions
for the vertices from the two models one gets quark model predictions for the
masses and coupling constants of the mesons� Speci�cally we considered rho and
a� meson exchange� The resulting rho and a� masses and coupling constants are
in reasonable agreement with experiment�

��� In�medium spectral functions

����� Vector Mesons�

Once hadrons are put in a nuclear environment their properties like masses and
life times change due to the reactions with the medium� To be detected� however�
the hadron has to leave the medium and reach the detector� On this journey the
mass� e� g�� of the hadron changes from its in�medium to its vacuum value� Thus
at least a part of the in�medium information is lost� A promising alternative is
to observe not the hadron directly but rather a decay product which does not
interact any more� Such a scenario is realized by vector mesons decaying into
dileptons which carry information about the in�medium vector meson mass to
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the detector� This has triggered a lot of theoretical interest in the in�medium
properties of vector mesons� In our approach to this problem we study the prop�
erties of rho and omega vector mesons put �for simplicity� in in�nite nuclear
matter� We are aiming at the in�medium mass distributions �spectral function�
of the vector mesons� The most important reaction mechanism for nucleon�rho
meson collisions is the formation of baryonic resonances in the ��� to � GeV re�
gion� These lead to a signi�cant broadening of the rho spectral function and to
interesting new structures� Recently we have extended this approach to a rela�
tivistic treatment of the interactions between nucleons� rhos and resonances� We
also study the consequences of the fact that in�medium modi�ed vector meson
properties in turn change the properties of the baryonic resonances�

����� Nucleons

Nuclear spectral functions� i�e� the energy�momentum distributions of nucleons
in nuclear matter and �nite nuclei� have long been studied experimentally in
�e� e�p� reactions� Theoretical studies of these functions have been performed in
the framework of state�of�the�art� complex and time�consuming many�body cal�
culations� We have now shown that these spectral functions in the hole sector can
be surprisingly well described by just one parameter� the average strength of the
short�range correlations� This strength determines the interaction rate in a self�
consistent treatment of the scattering rates between collision�broadened particles�
Thus� hole spectral functions and the connected nucleon momentum distributions
in nuclei do not depend on any details of the interaction and the correlation� but
o�er instead a direct access to the average short�range correlations�

����� Quarks

Finally we have studied in�medium strong interactions on a more elementary
level� While free quarks� if they existed as stable states� would by construction
have a delta type spectral function� quarks in a medium experience collisional
broadening� The scattering rates which determine the spectral function depend
recursively on the spectral functions of the interacting particles� This recursion
problem is solved in a self�consistent way for a simple four�point type quark
interaction� This enables us to study the properties of quarks in hadronic matter�
i� e� in�medium e�ects on the elementary degrees of freedom�

� Relativistic Heavy Ion Physics

The microscopic theory of nucleus�nucleus collisions can be based on relativis�
tic transport equations of the various hadronic reactions for either hadrons or
quarks�diquarks ��string�like� excitations� at higher center of mass energies� Of
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particular interest are the collective properties of such reactions like the pro�
duction of strangeness or charm quarks� The prominent aim in the experiments
carried out at ultrarelativistic energies is the search for a new state of matter�
the quark�gluon plasma �QGP�� where the quark and gluon degrees of freedom
are deliberated over a macroscopic space�time region�

��� Heavy�ion collisions at SIS energies

����� Particle production

An outstanding problem of relativistic heavy ion collision theory is the correct
description of the pion yield in nuclear collisions between heavy reaction partners�
Here the calculated yield exceeds the measured pion numbers by up to a factor
of �� We have attacked this problem by studying to which physical processes
the observed pion yield is actually sensitive� Since pion production proceeds
close to thermal equilibrium� simple changes in the collision rates do not su�ce
to suppress the calculated pion number� However� by quenching the initial �
population at high densities we have been able to show that this lowers the
calculated pion number signi�cantly�

����� Dileptons

In continuation of our earlier work on predicting cross sections for HADES and
related experiments we have performed calculations of the dilepton yield both for
p � p and p � A reactions� which can serve as a basis for the upcoming HADES
experiments� With these studies we have complemented our earlier calculations
of dileptons produced in A � A and � � A reactions� As in these also in p � A
there should be an observable consequence of possible in�medium mass shifts of
vector mesons�

����� O��shell transport of particles

Changing from the reaction of hadrons with in�nite nuclear matter to the more
realistic albeit more complicated case of the reaction with �nite nuclei� one has
to switch from in�medium hadron �eld theory to a quasi�classical kinetic de�
scription keeping some of the quantum aspects� Especially resonances with their
broad mass distribution constitute an important ingredient in this framework�
We have investigated how such resonances can be properly incorporated in a
kinetic description�

From the underlying quantum��eld theory we have derived expressions for
the resonance cross sections and resonance life times� Using a numerical imple�
mentation of the this new formalism� we have focused in particular on exper�
imentally observable consequences on the Delta resonance� This resonance is
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formed in pion�nucleon collisions and is important� e�g�� for the understanding of
pion�nucleus reactions�
Our method how to propagate o��shell� collision�broadened particles so that

they retain their correct asymptotic free behavior is general� It can be applied to
nucleons and mesons� but also to partons�

��� Particle production at SPS and RHIC energies

����� Antihyperons and antiprotons

We have elaborated on our recent suggestion on antihyperon production in ul�
trarelativistic heavy ion collisions solely by means of multi�mesonic �fusion�type�
reactions�
Strangeness enhancement has been predicted a long time ago as a diagnostic

probe to prove for the short�time existence of a QGP� With respect to the high
production thresholds in the various binary hadronic reaction channels� especially
the antihyperons were then advocated as the appropriate candidates� Indeed the
existence of nearly chemically saturated populations of the antihyperons has been
experimentally demonstrated with the Pb�Pb experiments at CERN�SPS�
Within the newly proposed mechanism we have shown that the antihyperons

are driven towards chemical equilibrium with pions� nucleons and kaons on a
timescale of ��� fm�c in a still moderately baryon�dense hadronic environment
without the need of a temporary QGP state� Explicit rate calculations for a dy�
namical setup were carried out and detail the proposed picture� For an estimated
entropy per baryon of S�A � �� � �� at maximum SPS energies yields of each
antihyperon species are obtained which are consistent with chemical saturated
populations at T � ���� ��� MeV� thus supporting the chemical freeze�out for
the antibaryons at such a temperature� The production process should also dom�
inate at AGS energies and at energies of possible future heavy ion facilities at
GSI�
We have implemented these �back�reactions� of the strong baryon�antibaryon

annihilation in the present transport code� First results concerning the produc�
tion of anti�protons at AGS and SPS energies are quite impressive� It is found
that the abundances as observed from peripheral to central collisions can approx�
imately be described on the basis of such multiple interactions of formed hadronic
states which drive the system to chemical equilibrium by 	avor exchange or quark
rearrangement reactions�

����� Open charm

In the last decade the interest in hadronic states with charm 	avors �c� �c� has risen
continuously in line with the development of new experimental facilities� This
relates to the elementary charm production cross section in pN and �N reactions
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as well as to their interactions with baryons and mesons which determine their
properties �spectral functions� in the hadronic medium� The charm quark degrees
of freedom play an important role especially in the context of a phase transition
to the quark�gluon plasma �QGP� where it was expected that charmonium �c�c�
states could no longer be formed due to color screening�
However� the suppression of J� and  � mesons in the high density phase

of nucleus�nucleus collisions seen by the NA�� Collaboration at the SPS might
also be attributed to inelastic comover scattering provided that the correspond�
ing J� �hadron cross sections are in the order of a few mb� Present theoretical
estimates here di�er by more than an order of magnitude� especially with respect
to J� �meson scattering� On the other hand� the enhancement of �intermediate�
mass dileptons� in Pb� Pb collisions at the SPS has been tentatively attributed
to an enhancement of �open charm� in nucleus�nucleus collisions relative to pA
reactions at the same invariant energy by the NA�� Collaboration� Thus charmo�
nium suppression and open charm enhancement are present facets of relativistic
heavy�ion collisions� which provide a theoretical and experimental challenge for
the future�
In our previous transport studies on D �D meson production and propagation

in nucleus�nucleus collisions from� �� A GeV to �� A TeV we have found a global
scaling of open charm mesons in the transverse mass MT with pions and kaons
and even more surprisingly with J� and  � mesons� The latter calculations
have been based on extrapolations from PYTHIA calculations for the elementary
production cross sections down to the individual thresholds that could not be
controlled by experimental data� On the basis of the latter cross sections the
impact of secondary �meson�baryon� collisions has been found to be less than ��!
at all energies� However� in �low� energy �meson�baryon� reactions the dominant
c�c production might be related to the two�body �or quasi two�body� reactions
�N � �D� �D�� �c��c�� Estimates within the framework of the Quark�Gluon
String model suggest cross sections of a few �b for �N � �D�c in the region of
about � GeV above threshold� This estimated order of magnitude for the open
charm cross section is found � within transport calculations � to be compatible
with the open charm enhancement claimed by the NA�� Collaboration at the
SPS without employing the assumption of thermal and chemical or statistical
equilibrium� It should be stressed� however� that experimental investigations on
open charm production in �N reactions at invariant energies of ��� � ps � ��
GeV are mandatory to con�rm or disprove this suggestion�

��� Energy loss of high pt hadrons by �nal hadronic state

When discussing the parton jet quenching phenomena in ultrarelativistic heavy
ion collisions typically hadronization is assumed to take place in vacuum outside
the reaction zone� On the other hand quantum mechanical estimates give a
hadronization time of the order of only a few fm�c for jets materializing into
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hadrons with transverse momentum of pt � ��GeV� which thus should well take
place inside the �reball� Typical �in��elastic collisions of these high pt particles
with the dominant low momentum hadrons of the �reball have a rather low
invariant mass and are thus nonperturbative� The mean free path in the late
hadronic stage is estimated to be � � � � � fm� resulting in a few collisions
L�� � �� �� �� 	 	 	� We have performed an analysis within this opacity expansion
by means of the FRITIOF collisions scheme for various hadrons� This study shows
that these collisions can account for the modi�cation of the pt spectrum observed
for central collisions at RHIC� Here the �initial� spectrum of high�pt hadrons
was generated by PYTHIA� which describes to a large accuracy the peripheral
collisions� Any deductions for possible QCD e�ects of a decon�ned QGP phase
on the materializing jets have to be disentangled for the here investigated �nal
state interactions� before de�nite conclusions on the importance of a potential
partonic phase can be drawn�

��� Parton dynamics and hadronization

At present we develop a fully microscopic Monte�Carlo simulation of real�time
parton dynamics starting with early minijet production of �semi��hard partons
followed by a semiclassical kinetic transport description of Boltzmann type� The
sampling of the minijets �with pt � � � � GeV� are generated via perturbative
QCD� where a Glauber treatment for multiple collisions is utilized� At present we
construct the subsequent kinetic transport describing the �� � collisions� which
we will then generalize for �� n processes to incorporate radiation e�ects� being
responsible for a fast generation of entropy� Our major aim will be to study
in detail the evolution of strongly interacting� non�equilibrium parton matter
and to achieve more realistic calculations for the various signatures like 	avor
production �strangeness and charm�� electromagnetic probes and hard probes�
The calculations then will be compared to the soon expected results of the now
started experimental undertaking at RHIC�

��� A model of con�nement

It is a so far unsolved problem which properties of quarks are most relevant for the
formation of hadrons� Clearly perturbation theory for quarks and gluons� which
works well at high energies� is incapable of describing the low�energy structure of
hadrons� The most prominent non�perturbative aspects of quark dynamics are
con�nement and chiral symmetry breaking� It is expected that these phenomena
are crucial for the formation of hadrons� In lack of a derivation of these aspects
from the underlying microscopic theory of quarks and gluons �QCD� we develop
models which incorporate one or the other aspect on a phenomenological basis and
try to calculate hadronic properties from the respective phenomenological model�
In the Friedberg�Lee model� con�nement is realized by describing the vacuum as a
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dielectric medium� The formation of hadrons out of quarks is achieved by treating
the quarks as the sources of the chromo�electric �elds which� in turn� couple to
the dielectric �eld� In this way the dielectric �eld constrains the chromo�electric
�eld to a narrow space region� Strings are formed by this numerically rather
involved mechanism� The approach aims at a dynamical description of hadrons
and their transition between con�ned and decon�ned states�

� Exotic Nuclei and Hypernuclei

Investigations of structure and reaction dynamics of exotic nuclei and hypernuclei
have been the central research topics in the last year� For dripline nuclei strong
evidence for a gradual transition from mean��eld dynamics to a new kind of
correlation dynamics was found� being con�rmed by recent experiments� The
�eld theoretical methods developed for normal nuclear matter were extended
to the full SU��� 	avour sector in studies of interactions in hyper matter and
hypernuclear structure calculations�

��� Interactions in nuclear matter and hypernuclear

matter

An unexpected result of various structure calculations with seemingly well estab�
lished models is the observation that empirical interactions lead to considerably
divergent predictions for asymmetric nuclear matter and exotic nuclei� At �rst
glance� it could be assumed that the problems might be solved by adjusting pa�
rameters to more precise and extended data� However� a closer inspection leads
to the conclusion that with increasing asymmetry the phenomenological descrip�
tions seem to approach their limits of applicability� An important reason for this
is the unresolved diagrammatic structure of phenomenological interaction mod�
els� inhibiting systematic extensions of the operator set� For phenomenological
non�relativistic and relativistic mean��eld models and also for many�body shell
model interactions it is observed that the whole parameter set must be readjusted
when enlarging the operator set� Close to stability� this problem is of minor im�
portance because there isoscalar mean��eld dynamics prevail and interactions are
dominated by a rather limited class of diagrams� O� stability� however� nuclear
properties change drastically with rapid variations over small mass ranges� On
the relativistic mean��eld level the scalar�isovector 
 meson �a��"���� is a rep�
resentative example� being well established in free NN interactions� From our
Dirac�Brueckner calculations we �nd important contribution to the self�energies
in asymmetric matter and nuclei with a large neutron excess� Attempts to in�
clude the 
 meson in relativistic mean��eld models� however� have failed� mainly
because this interaction channel cannot be separated unambiguously from others�
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Generally� our calculation indicate a preference of the microscopic description
over the empirical approaches close to the driplines and for extrapolations into
regions beyond the experimental limits� This conjecture is con�rmed by Dirac�
Brueckner calculations for asymmetric nuclear matter� hypermatter and appli�
cations to �nite nuclei and hypernuclei with the density dependent relativistic
hadron �eld �DDRH� theory� DDRH theory is based on a Lagrangian formula�
tion with meson�baryon vertices given by functionals of the baryon �eld operators�
assuring covariance and thermodynamical consistency� In practice� the density
dependence of the vertices is derived from in�nite matter Dirac�Brueckner self�
energies� Hence� the DDRH interactions are of a well de�ned diagrammatic struc�
ture� given by ladder diagrams� Additional diagrams can easily be incorporated
and are presently under investigation� An interesting astrophysical application
are calculations for neutron star matter in � equilibrium and neutrons stars� test�
ing the in�medium interactions at high density and a variable strangeness content�
The mass�radius relation obtained by solving the Tolman�Volkov�Oppenheimer
equation agrees well with the generally accepted values�

The well de�ned diagrammatic structure of our interactions is also important
for extensions of DDRH theory into the strangeness sector� A Dirac�Brueckner
scheme for the full baryon octet has been formulated theoretically and imple�
mented numerically� A most transparent interpretation of the results is obtained
by replacing the usual decomposition of the Dirac�Brueckner interactions into
Lorentz invariants by a physically motivated expansion into meson exchange in�
teractions� At the same time� this method simpli�es the numerical calculations
considerably� making a solution of the full Bethe�Salpeter equations without a
��dimensional reduction feasible in the near future�

��� Structure and reactions of exotic nuclei and

hypernuclei

In previous calculations we found strong evidence for a drastic change in nuclear
dynamics at the driplines� evolving from mean��eld dominance to a new kind of
correlation dynamics� The most important consequences of this transition are
that the single particle shell model and the quasi particle picture � being the
basis for the traditional understanding of nuclei � loose their validity in the cor�
relation dynamical regime� Both of them rely on the existence of a dominating
static mean��eld which is no longer true at extreme isospin� The transition into
a new dynamical regime is well illustrated for the single�nucleon halo systems
�B� ��Be and ��C where a valence nucleon is coupled to a core nucleus which
by itself is already far o� stability� While former experimental and theoretical
studies seemed to indicated a weak coupling of the outer particle to the core� re�
cent experiments have given clear evidence for an intimate interplay of core and
valence degrees of freedom� From a many�body theoretical point of view this had
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to be expected �and was predicted� because the core nuclei are easily polarizable�
Our calculations show that the halo particles are bound mainly by dynamical
self�energies� The most dramatic change is that the halo particles are found in
wavepacket like con�gurations� being distributed equally over a large number of
mean��eld orbits� Recent FRS�GSI data� measuring breakup momentum distri�
butions for halo nuclei in conjunction with � rays from core excitations� con�rm
on a quantitative level the theoretical predictions� Moreover� corresponding FRS
measurements for the neutron�rich oxygen isotopes �����O show that also these
nuclei are correlation dynamical systems� thus establishing the e�ect over a wide
mass range� Nuclear structure and relativistic eikonal breakup calculations for
these cases are in progress�
For heavier nuclei the evolution of dynamics with increasing isospin has been

investigated with DDRH�HFB calculations� As far as data are available a good
agreement for binding and separation energies and nuclear radii is obtained in
the medium mass ������Ni� and the heavy mass ��������Sn� region� A common
feature in the neutron�rich Ni and Sn isotopes is the appearance of a neutron
skin with increasing thickness� approaching values up to � fm at extreme neutron
excess�
Results of comparable quality are also found in DDRH�calculations for hy�

pernuclei� The separation energies in single � nuclei are overall well described
considering the experimental uncertainties� The �� correlation energies derived
from recent KEK experiments producing for the �rst time �He�� are not repro�
duced� This had to be expected because at present the calculations do not yet
include the exchange of strangeness�carrying mesons �K�K���� hence underlin�
ing the necessity for a full SU��� description of interactions� In preparation of a
proposed experiment at JLAB� DDRH calculations for the production of � hyper
nuclei by emission of Auger neutrons have been performed� The results show an
interesting dependence of the Auger spectra on the � spin�orbit interaction but
their observation relies on a suitable tagging procedure�
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